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It’s a little frustrating navigating
the whole dating men and being
married and knowing what to do
along the way, isn’t it?
Okay, it’s majorly frustrating.

The key reason is that society
conditions us women in such a
confusing way.
With so many mixed messages, we enter into relations with men confused.
And men do too.
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Here are people, seeking romance, and getting so upset in the process, men and
women become each other’s bad guy when in fact we just need information that

actually works for romance.
That’s why I created my get-revolutionary results technique:

Rich in Love Method
It helps the sisterhood.
I didn’t think I could take one more second of girls taking unwitting missteps.
This Cheat Sheet For Dealing With Men is going to give you an wow-it-actuallyworks foundation to approach men, as well as defining the seemingly undefinable
dating concepts, and it gives you some amazing insight to navigate the choppy
waters of men.
Because all of you are so smart, you just need the intel that works for your
gorgeous self when it comes to relating romantically with men.
Sound good?
First…
Since there are so many definitions for any activity with a man prior to marriage,
(seeing each other, hanging out, dating, hooking up, committed, exclusive, etc.),
including variations by state and country, I will cut to the chase and give my
definitions and you see how those resonate for you.

How many definitions are needed and who agrees?
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It feels insane to date and not know if the guy agrees with the date definition you
follow as you both go along the dating spectrum.
You also don’t want to be all Wikipedia on him in the beginning either and ask him
how he defines what it is you’re both doing.
Usually everyone goes mum and muddles through to then complain later.

A better solution…
How about getting you to an
exquisite radical state, where you
feel for certain that your
definitions and trust in your
instincts along the dating path
will lead you to be a hero to your
own heart which seeks an epic,
once in a lifetime, intimate love
mate.
I call it being a Heart Heroine.
As a Heart Heroine, you feel you’ve got it together, and you feel so alluring you see
the men drawn to you.
You feel in-the-know with dating and romance feels easy and thrilling.
Seems like a fantasy, right?
I’m here to tell you that not only is it doable, but for those few women doing it, they
are living proof.
Let’s make you one of the few. Think of the advantage you will have!
We will Rescue Your Love Life.
Next…

Society tells us women to be a Doormat or a
Dude through such stereotypes as:
1. “Girls need to be weak in front of a man and are a damsel to be rescued by a
man” which leads us to objectifying ourselves to only look picture perfect and
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superficial = aka being a Doormat. A Doormat only works if you want to be
eye candy in public and feel verbally beat up inside. Yuck.

2. Or: “Girls are women-libbers and should use the same workplace FORCE
when around a man and not need anything from him = aka being a Dude. A
Dude girl is never attractive to the guy other than for being pals or playing
soccer with. Dudettes do vibe with feminine-energy men if you’re into
bossing a guy through force to be with you. Yuck, again.

Let’s get to some

definitions.

Romantic Goal: Know your end run wish if you are seeking love partnership
with a guy. While there are some women who prefer to remain single, most women
want a romantic relationship with an alpha male and with the conclusion of a ring
on it.
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You don’t want a business
relationship, a neighbor
relationship, a friend
relationship. You want a
romantic relationship. Lock
and load that girls.

Romantic Dating: The
process of getting to know
another person in deep
intimacy, as well as yourself in

relation to that other person,
to see if you can fall in love
with him loving you as a forever committable sexual and dynamic bond, aka
Romantic Relationship, which you’d like to participate in.

Romantic Mate: A romantic partner who shows up and is fully available to be
engaged in intimate relating (conversations, physical, adventure and loving of the
mate) while
still taking
care of their
individual self
aka being
willing to
intimately
know one’s
self and trust
themselves.

An alpha male will only go the romantic distance with a Heart Heroine.

Heart Heroine: A woman who has it all. She fully embraces her feminine and
masculine sides and knows how to be feminine in front of an alpha man without
feeling like a doormat.
She has a voice and uses it. She trusts herself so much she feels on top of events.
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Adventurous and playful, she’s
a feeling entity knowing how
her essential essence is
stunningly attractive to a man
and she revels in intimacy.
Becoming a Heart Heroine is
my work with women using my
Rich In Love Method. It’s an
essential state of being to enter
into romantic dating and
romantic relationships.

Booty Call: A pact; getting together with a guy for the primary purpose of sex
as an event. It’s a call for booty. Event.
You may hangout a little bit or get a bite to eat,
prior to the “events”, but it’s always about sex. Also
know in the USA as Hooking Up.
This pact could superficially drag on for years, but
typically these pacts burn out way sooner.
You most likely never attend functions with him or
meet each other’s friends or family. This is not a
romantic relationship, nor dating, nor intimacy
‘cause sex ain’t intimacy in these pacts.

Big Banging Purgatory™: The Christine Rich Hanson datelogical model for
the addictively exhausting pretend romantic relationship drawing two people
together to heal a life-lesson which occurs after a mind-blowing, body-expanding,
chemical beginning. Once healed, that participant is ejected suddenly for potential
Romantic Dating.
Big Banging Purgatory describes the necessary transactional experience of almost
everyone during their dating adventures in life. Some folks never advance on to
Romantic Relationships.
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I’m here to help you get through Big Banging Purgatory fast. Some of these BBP
relationships can be turned around…almost always (and fortunately) it takes a
change within the woman first.
We are literally
magnetized to this
person so that we
can work out and
heal some buried
aspect of ourselves
that is wounded
and until it is
healed, the painful
purgatory cycle will
rinse and repeat.

That’s why we hear:
“he just has his hooks in me” or
“he’s under my skin” or
“I’m addicted to him” or
“he’s my drug of choice” or
“the chemistry is through the roof” or
“I lust for him and have to have him” or
“the sex has waned but I HAVE to have him in my life or
I’ll feel withdrawal” or…
“He’s the only man for me and I can’t imagine being with anyone else. I only want
him!”
And indeed, the Universe has provided each of you the other for the purpose of
healing by becoming aware.

Girlfriend Status: Aka “Ringless Monogamist.”
“Girlfriend” is a meaningless label.
Shocking, right?
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I said it.
In the ether of the sisterhood getting urgent about boyfriends, it’s assumed that
there is a natural progression towards marriage if a girl can get through certain
hurdles, girlfriend label being one.
It feels good to hear it and that’s where it ends.
Unless there is massive action from him making you feel like the one and only
(which is what most of us hope we are entitled to if we win the Girlfriend title), that
label is as good as the label in the back of your dress.
Many people won’t know you’re wearing Prada and the guy doesn’t know your list
of entitlements he’s supposed to adhere to with that girlfriend label.
Far better to stay in dating mode, with or without a gf label, until a guy decides you
are the one, claims you, and you agree.
A Heart Heroine knows this.
Now being a Girlfriend also has a trap: monogamy without a ring.
Is that your end goal?
To be a ringless monogamist?
Probably not.
Self-inflicting monogamy without verbal discussion and agreement, is committed
daily throughout the world.
But if you become the girlfriend, you remove other options, other men, become a
monogamist to him and then enter Big Banging Purgatory.
You have to wait it out fantasizing he’ll pick you to be his wife.
That’s a trap.
Like this…
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You’ve put yourself
in the little
girlfriend cage and
he comes by to
take you out every
once in a while
versus you are
loving to him and
free until he picks
you and you agree.
I know for sure…women who are trapped, don’t like it.

Romantic Relationship: A marriage or life-partnership, between two people
who like, love, and respect each other with a deep abiding commitment to loving
themselves individually, as well as the two of them, sexually, with the masculine
and feminine roles embraced.

FLIRTING
FLIRTING TO GET A BOOTY CALL:
1. Be overt. Be the over-the-top flirtatious aggressor.
Walk up to him, say hi and how are you and who are you, while writhing in
flirty body language.
Talk to him until he has to leave and he says good-bye or takes you with him.
Or get in front of him often until he takes you up on your offer. Get his
number and text and call him.
Show up where he hangs. Invite him to lunch or dinner. Be overly sexy and
suggestive. Smile a lot.
Dress to show the assets and leave little to the imagination. Make yourself
available on Saturday night at midnight. Go to meet him. Go for it.
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FLIRTING TO GET A DATE WITH A FEMININE-ENERGY MALE WHO IS SINGLE:
1. Walk up to him. Smile. Look him in the eyes. Introduce yourself and begin an
easy conversation.
When he appears too shy to ask for your number, give him your card.
Ask him for his number. Bid him adieu and off you go. You’ll call him later.
FLIRTING TO GET A DATE WITH AN ALPHA MALE WHO IS SINGLE:
1. Be out and about and for the purpose of your life that day as in going to the
grocery store, class, to workout, shop, run an errand, go to the park, visit a
gallery, go bowling, etc.
If an alpha male guy goes out of his way to make eye contact with you, as in
he comes and stands in your pathway so you have to take him in, look him in
the eyes and smile and go back to what you were doing without a thought
about him.
Repeat: without a thought about him. (Heart Heroines know this).

IF he is interested in you, he will either talk to
you then and ask you for your name and
number, or after you leave, he will track you
down like a dog lost in Colorado from the
family vacation who travels by rail and paw
through 6 other states to return to the family
now back at home in New Jersey.
Alpha males, like Jersey dogs, are resourceful.

FLIRTING TO GET A DATE WITH AN ALPHA OR FEMINE-ENERGY MALE WHO IS
MARRIED, TAKEN, THINKING ABOUT DIVORCE, OR SEPARATED:
1. Don’t do it. Move on.
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DATING
DATING IN A BOOTY CALL:
1. Technically a hook-up; it isn’t dating. It’s a pact. Repeat FLIRTING TO GET A
BOOTY CALL (above) as the established modus operandi at the beginning to
be continued ad nauseum, and be surprised at the WOW-things-neverchange life.
A small percentage of women (1%) will be fine with this hook-up
arrangement from the start and for perpetuity.
However, 99% of women will be a slow boiling pot of angst and anger that
will spill into their booty call pact as she will try to cajole him into dating her,
and the guy will distance himself more and more except for those middle of
the night texts to see if she is available which leads her to believe it is a
relationship or why would he be having sex unless she was the one and he
just didn’t realize his true desires. Rinse and repeat.

DATING A FEMININE-ENERGY MALE WHO IS SINGLE THE FIRST 1-4 MONTHS:
1. Slowly move him into doing what you want and need by first doing subtle
suggestions and if those fail, quickly shift to direct orders.
Begin to train him to do what works for you.
Impress him with how brilliant you
are and when he frustrates you for
being slow, dumb or a bore, just tell
him what to do to get things to move
on.

There is not any romance in this, but
you’ve decided that having someone
obey you is seductive enough.
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DATING AN ALPHA MALE WHO IS SINGLE -- THE FIRST 1-4 MONTHS:
1. Keep dating other men besides him. Do not let off that gas pedal.
Continue to live your pre A.M. life. Observe him in the wild. Observe your
reaction to him. Observe how you feel around him.
See if you get “triggered” by him. Do you feel terrified dating and getting
close to a guy? Does he pay attention to you or do you think that you have to
continually get in front of him to get his attention?
Remember, dating is about getting to know a guy in a calm non-urgent
manner and check him out for how he makes you feel when he pays
attention to you.
If you catch yourself complaining about him to girlfriends or making a
pro/con list about him, it will be time to break up with him and drop him
from your dating rotation.
Your intuition is telling you to move on. Listen to it.
If you are otherwise beautifully falling for him, withhold all of your serotonin
bonding glue and “I love you too” if doing so will make you feel urgently
desperate and keep living your life fully until the end of the 4 month mark.
During months 1.5 – 4 months, your alpha male will not be able to continue
his initial “first 6-weeks” presentation of his best self, if that was a false
façade.
Re-stated: by the end of the 4th month, you will know primarily who you are
dealing with really.
That is why you must keep dating others to keep a clear head about this
alpha so that you can assess who he really is at the 4 month mark.
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At that 4 month mark, if he
is a gem, count yourself
lucky.
If he is totally different as
not-in-a-good way, run,
run, run for the hills of
intimacy because you
won’t find it lying in this
valley of non-intimacy.
Always pay attention to how he is the first 6 weeks, and then compare that
version to the man standing at the end of the 4th month.
Same person? Fantastic.
Different in a bad way? Run. No more dating. You won’t get that first 6-week
version back no matter how much you pine for it.

Where to go on a first date
1. BOOTY CALL: His place, your bedroom, backseat of a car.
2. FEMININE-ENERGY GUY: You decide.
3. ALPHA MALE: Let him decide.
If he asks where you want to go, already know before he or any guy asks,
how you would respond. If you enjoy dining say, “Oh, Giovanni’s would feel
great.” If you like action say, “The Ed’s Rock Climbing Wall or a walk in
Mountain Park would feel fantastic.”
If the Alpha asks what you want to do, the Heart Heroine always can answer.
Avoid doormating with, “Oh anything you think of is great.” Tell him what
would feel good to you.
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4. DATING ONLINE: A Heart Heroine realizes that guys aren’t perfect with their
profile descriptions, spelling or communication. See how you feel with the
guy’s intent, instead.

Limit your texts and calls and if you feel like meeting, tell him sooner rather
than later, “It would feel good to meet for coffee.” Then make it in a well-lit,
safe neighborhood establishment and give him 20 minutes of your best
Heart Heroine self.

Who Pays for the Dates?
1. Booty Call: Is there a date? If it’s a gathering of both of you prior to the
evening’s activities, and involves purchasing food, probably you will pay for it
75% (or more) of the time.
2. Feminine-Energy Guy: You will decide but you will probably pay for most
dates, unless he has an income and then you can require him to pay or split
everything.
3. Alpha Man: He pays.
[Alpha Male who’s broke: go for a walk at the park or hang at the mall, or
hiking…something that doesn’t cost a lot of money]

TEXTING / CALLING / EMAILING
WHEN DATING
Texting/Calling/Emailing a Booty Call:
1. Have at it. Initiate communication as often as you want.
Texting/Calling/Emailing a Feminine-Energy Man:
1. Have at it. Communicate as often as you want. Set the rules for him.
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Texting/Calling/Emailing an Alpha Male:
1. Never initiate any communication, for any reason, unless you’ve decided to
get engaged to another man and need to tell him you’re ending dates, or if
you have gone on vacation to the other side of the world and decided you’re
never coming back, then you communicate as a courtesy to say you can no
longer see him.
Otherwise you only:
- Return his call if he specifically asked you to return his call.
-

Text him back if he texted you and it warrants a SHORT response, like
“How are you?” and you, a Heart Heroine, responds with “I’m feeling great
today” vs. a non-Heart Heroine’s, “Well I got up at 8, took a bath, then
went running, burned my tongue on the coffee at Starbucks, and then
when my boss reamed me out for not getting a project done I went home
early with a headache. How are you?”
- Reply to
his email
with as
short a
message
as
possible.
Ex: “Hey,
do you
want to
have
dinner Friday night?” Heart Heroines answer with, “Oooh, that would feel
amazing” vs. a non-Heart Heroine’s: “OMG that would be cool. Where do
you want to go and what should I wear? What time? Are you driving?”
because all of that would be responses for a feminine-energy man.
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How Do You Know If You’re In Love /
Falling in Love / Might End Up In
Love?
1. Non-Heart Heroines beware: Chemical feelings of lust do not equal love, they
equal lust, no matter how much your masculine energy puts meanings to
Every Single Moment With Him.
More than likely both of you are a toxic opportunity to learn a brutal life
lesson with each other (see Big Banging Purgatory above).
Booty Calls, are about maintaining a superficial non-intimacy state. Intimacy
= deep connection. Know the difference so that you can proceed with eyes
open.
2. If a guy annoys you, but everyone around you thinks he’s The. Greatest. Guy.
Ever. and you don’t feel that, then he may be great—for someone else.
Try to stay open to the possibility of him for 2-3 dates, but if you think you
might puke if you had to kiss him, it’s a no-go.

3. Be super clear about what you want in a relationship.
If you want to feel cherished, surprised, adored, cared for, cuddled, stay in
the feminine energy of yourself and be with an alpha male.
While dating, simply see if he’s making you feel cherished, surprised, adored,
cared for, etc. and if you are in love with how he makes you feel.
If you want to be in charge, make all of the household decisions, decide
where you both will dine, live, vacation, how to raise the kids, when to have
sex, what the house décor looks like, etc. stay in your masculine energy and
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pick a man who is primarily feminine energy and will follow your lead and go
along with your leadership.
Your sense of being loved will come from being in control of him. A lot of
women never feel truly satisfied from this arrangement, but their fear of
intimacy is so great, they’ll take the short shrift with their heart.
If you want a hybrid man…one who lets you control him but then leads you
like an alpha man…let me know when you spot that man and we can call in
the New York Times to do a headline front-page article!

When to Have Sex
Booty Calls:
1. All the time. That’s the main point, right?
Feminine-Energy Men:
1. You’re in charge. Whenever you feel is the right time.
Alpha Men:
1. Make sure that you are clear about what feels right to you and then stick with
that. It doesn’t matter what he wants, it’s what you feel works for you.

How do you know when the dating of a
guy has merged into an exclusive
relationship?
Booty Calls:
1. Not applicable.
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Feminine Energy Men:
1. When you say so.

You’re the bossy boss.

Alpha Men:
1. When he brings up the conversation and asks you in no uncertain terms and
you accept.
If your ultimate goal is to be married, then you keep dating him and other
guys until (or if) he proposes and produces an engagement ring and
announcement to anyone and everyone that you both are engaged.
Then you decide if he’s the one for you, although if you are a Heart Heroine,
you’ve been assessing all of this all along.
You can have sex with only him as you date other men (unless you want to
wait for marriage to have intercourse), but you don’t stop dating if your goal
is to have a ring on that second finger, with marriage on the table with your
dream guy.
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How do you know if the relationship
should be over?
When Booty Calls are over:
1. Whenever you bore of it.
When Feminine-Energy Man relationships are over:
1. Whenever either of you decide; however if he’s cooperating with you, it’s
doubtful you will end it unless you want to transition into being a Heart
Heroine by rescuing your love life and cross over to the feminine energy girl
land. Call me. 
When Alpha Male relationships are over:
1. When he consistently stops coming towards you in a meaningful and
romantic way and you’ve done everything possible.

BREAKING UP WITH A GUY
1. Do it. Avoid disappearing and forcing him to wonder what happened, or,
stalk you to find out.
Even if you are steaming mad, end it so that you have closure for you.
You don’t have to break up in person if you have reason to believe he’ll come
unglued, or if he has started acting like a cad.
Whether in person, text, call or email say this: “Timothy, I feel like moving on
from this relationship and I want to end it now. It’s just something I feel in my
gut.”
Then say good-bye and get off the phone. Telling him you know this all in
your gut is a sentence he will understand and not argue with.
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How to accept it when a guy ends the dating with you:
1. Non-Heart Heroine: Cry, feel angry, write letters to him and don’t send them,
delete his contact info, feel whatever comes up, do no-contact with him until
you stop thinking of him, which could be up to two years.
2. Heart Heroine: feel your feelings deeply and while you’re getting ready for
the other dates you already had booked that week, wish him well in your
mind and reflect on the good times.

Marriage or Life Partners
Feminine-Energy Men
1. You’re the primary boss. The relationship centers around what you want and
need and you have to continually manage it so that he is doing what you
need.
If you need to hear him tell you that he loves you, you will ask him to tell you
each time you need to hear it and he will probably cooperate.
Know that his cooperation is probably due to fear of stepping into his alpha
self vs. adoring you.
Alpha Man
1. He’s the leader of your relationship and you’ve decided during dating that he
is indeed a good leader for the two of you.

I know that this concept could make the hair on your women-libber’s spine
stand at attention, but, this isn’t corporate land, this is romantic land, and
there is zero doubt in my head that the alpha man wants a dude woman.
Super intelligent and accomplished women will have a tough time here even
though they want the alpha guy. I got you covered. Call me.
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Note: “alpha man does not equal cave man”. You are not setting yourself
back as some loud voices would tell you; in fact we as women are already
too busy setting ourselves back (see Girlfriend status).
As a Heart Heroine you receive his many gifts, attentions, cuddles, love and
cherishing you as it is a steady flow coming towards you.
You stay in feminine energy around him. Heart Heroines have got this.
Away from him, you do your career or raise the children or hobby or
whatever you need to do with your boy energy when you’re not with him.
You enjoy the many surprises he brings your relationship. You keep a sense
of adventure and intrigue going for yourself and him.
While each gift from him may not be exactly to your taste, you thrill over his
attention and receive his gift with joy. Your love increases over how you feel
in relation to how he feels about you and the many loving energies towards
you.
He loves how you are such a Heart Heroine and he is absolutely committed
to you -- only you -- and you know it.

That is my Cheat Sheet for Dealing with Men. It answers the
foundational burning basics.
You have probably noticed that the way most women in society handle men and
the way a Heart Heroine does, is very far apart.
The Heart Heroine never feels like she is treading man-turbulent waters and
exerting energy (masculine mode) to hang in there with a man.
She’s off in the “pasture” enjoying her life, and men are finding a way to get to her.
I don’t like you drowning out there. I’m here to transform all of your fears into how
you knew as a little girl that love could be magical. Let’s do that now.
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I want to help you awaken your own heroine of your
heart so that you can have a deliciously delectable
and deserved joyous life!
Men lead the romantic relationship, but only because the woman inspired him.
I teach you how to inspire him, through being completely feminine and taking care
of you.

You are the person who is fascinating. I just help you be that 100%.
Therefore, being a Heart Heroine makes him feel loved, kids feel loved and most of
all:
YOU feel love.

I invite you to please reach out to me for some
You time--to nurture you into your most fascinating self.

Leave thoughtful comments about the Cheat Sheet for Dealing with Men here:
http://christinerichhanson.com/cheat-sheet-for-dealing-with-men
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